
Model: 
(91303-148) Londoner 5 louver 12v
(91305-147) Londoner 5 louver 24v
(91307-148) Londoner 5 open 12v
(91309-148) Londoner 5 open 24v

Description: 12V or 24V  Solid Copper Step Light 
Lamp Provided:  20 -Watt Astrobrite 20 watt maximum

ASSEMBLY/INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
Please read carefully before installing.  Save these instructions. 

TOOLS REQUIRED:  will need a screwdriver to mount the box. If your fixture is to be installed in stucco or any masonry you may need 
masonry drill bit. It is recommended that when installing any low voltage fixture that you have (at a minimum) the following items: voltage 
meter, amp probe, wire nuts, and assorted had tools. 

1. In wood: Determine fixture location and cut out a hole approx. 1/8” larger than the can. In masonry or concrete: pour can in 
place. 

2. Mount housing box with appropriate screws by attaching side tabs to perimeter of cut out hole. 
3. Note:  Adjuster plate is used to level faceplate. 1” adjuster plate screws are supplied if more depth is needed between box and

faceplate.  
4. Simply pull the 25’ wire lead to your connection point (hub) and connect the two wires. Even though polarity is not an issue, it is 

recommended that you always match the polarity, lettering-to-lettering and ribbed to ribbed.  
5. Test fixture before sealing or pouring concrete. 
6. Attach foam gasket to can and screw cover onto housing using the screws provided. 

Note: For additional wiring, instructions use the instruction booklet that came with your Unique transformer 

Important safety and maintenance instructions

(NOTE) Unique Lighting assumes no responsibility for the improper installation of these fixtures 

1. WARNING:  To reduce the risk of FIRE or INJURY TO PERSONS: 
2. Turn off/unplug and allow lamp to cool prior to replacing lamp 
3. Lamp gets HOT quickly, do not touch hot lens or enclosure  
4. Keep away from materials, structures or landscapes that may burn! 
5. Do not operate fixture if cover shield is damaged or missing. 
6. Not for use with pool and spa equipment.  Do not submerse fixture in water. 
7. SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

CAUTION: DO NOT OVERLOAD CABLE or TRANSFORMERS and maintain polarity at all times.  For 12 volt systems, keep each 
fixture between 10.8 and 12 operating volts.  For 24 volt systems, keep each fixture between 21.6 and 24.7 operating volts.  Consult with 
a qualified electrician and electrical codes before installing any electrical device. 



Injection Molded PBT Box

Berylium Copper Pre-Greased Socket with
20  Watt Astro-Brite 10,000hr   Lamp

Adjustable Copper  Faceplate

Mounting Screw and Anchor
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Foam Rubber Surface Gasket
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Available Face Plate Options

Open      Lenses: Opaque

Louver    Lenses: Opaque, Clear

Fully Potted

Clear Tempered Lens

25 Feet Wire, Intelli-Flex Wire    
 

    

PLASTIC BOX

ADJUSTER PLATE

LEVEL

- INSTALL ADJUSTER PLATE
  (LEAVING SCREWS LOOSE)
- LEVEL PLATE AND TIGHTEN SCREWS

Londoner small





USE FOAM BLOCK TO SUPPORT BOX WHEN POURING IN 
CONCRETE. 




